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The air is so dangerous in The Cave
of the Crystals that you can't be in

there more than 45 minutes?
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Crystals are a special kind of solid
material where the molecules fit
together in a repeating pattern. 
This geometric pattern causes 
the material to form all sorts 

of unique shapes. 
 

Crystallization is the process of
crystal-forming. Crystals form
when liquids cool and start to

harden. Certain molecules in the
liquid gather together as they

attempt to stabilize. 
 

In nature, crystals can form when
liquid rock, called magma, cools.

If it cools slowly, then crystals may
form. Many valuable crystals such
as diamonds, rubies, and emeralds

form this way. 
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The Cave of the Crystals is called
that because when it was first

discovered back in 2000, 
it was full of crystals.

 
Those are large selenite crystals,

which are considered some of the
largest of their kind in the world.

 
It was discovered by 

Juan and Pedro Sanchez, 
two brothers working and drilling

a current mine. 
 

It was one of the greatest 
geological discoveries as 
a hidden wonder that was
under Chihuahua, Mexico 

for centuries.
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What makes this cave so special is that it contains
magma.

 
Magma is the molten or semi-molten natural material

from which all igneous rocks are formed. Magma is
found beneath the surface of the Earth, and evidence of

magmatism has also been discovered on other
terrestrial planets and some natural satellites.

 
 This magma not only helped the crystals form, 

but it makes the crystals generally hot and 
unbearable to touch.  

 
This cave is roughly 135 degrees. 

That means anyone who visits has to wear special 
cooling gear and can only visit for 45 minutes.
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Why it's called "Cave of the Crystals":

Name three things you learned about 
The Cave of the Crystals

How Many Kinds of Bats are here?



Check back for new 
cave guides frequently!
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World Of Caves has resources for:

-- bat facts
-- myths about bats

-- cave facts
-- cave geology

-- and more!


